Introduction
In this paper we describe the use of feedback with respect to some polynomial matrix constructions. An equivalent condition for this is:
Given a polynomial matrix P(z)
(1) [I - 
The results
Let P(z) E lR [zJPxq be such that P(z) has rank p for all zEit (again q ~ p). Then Po has rank p as a real p x q-matrix.
Here n P(z) = P + P z + ... + P z o 1 n and n is the degree of P(z). Multiply P(z) by P such that P is an invertible real q xq-matrix and If q m p then 0 is the empty matrix.
Partition P(z)P as It can easily be shown that [I -zA,zBJ has full rank for all z E ~.
Consider a feedback matrix F E ]R n(q-p)x'np such that is unimodular. See (2).
Next we observe that
o .
: 0
Pb ( Observe that P(z) is unimodular because both factors 1n the left hand side are unimodular.
~
The next transformation on P(z) we need is
This latter matrix is still unimodular. Therefore (2), how the inverse of (6) could be computeEL .. 
Remark
Because the degree of U(z) depends on P we will not give an upper bound for deg U(z). Observe that Concerning U(z) we have in the generic case where k n is the smallest integer not less than en x p)/(q -p).
The method of adding rows to P(z) ~n order to obtain a unimodular matrix can also be used for two-vari~le polynomial matrices. Let P(s,z) be a two-variable polynomial matrix such that PCs,z) has full rank for all (s,z) € ~2. Then it is know that P(s,z) has a polynomial inverse (see [9J) and that there exists a polynomial matrix Q(s,z) such that pes) can be constructed using the method described for the one-variable case.
Now matrices A(s), B(s) can be defined as in (4). In order to be able to construct FCs) such that
is nilpotent we have to assume that (A(s),B(s» is a controllable pair over R[sJ. This a because the, only pole placement algorithm for systems defined over R[sJ (generally systems defined over a principle ideal domain) which is available at the moment uses controllability in a crucial way (see [8J) . Now controllability of (A(s),B(s» is equivalent to P (s) having full n rank for all s € ~ and P(s,z) having full rank for all (s,z) € ~2. This is the so called regular case (the highest coefficients matrix has full rank). With the usual interpretation this means that P(s,"") has full-' rank for s € ~.
Summarizing we have:
If P(s,z) is a two variable polynomial matrix such that P(s,z) has full rank for all (s,z) E ~2 and P (s) has ,full rank for all s € ~ then we n can construct Q(s,z) such that (7) is unimodular using the "feedback based" method described above.
An example which shows that this construction fails in case P (s) does n not have full rank for all s € ~. is given by According to (4) It is easily seen that I -z[A + BFJ is not unimodular for any F.
Remark
If a matrix P(s,z) does not satisfy the conditions for the construction above then pez,s) might satisfy these conditions. In this case an obvious modification of the algorithm performs the task.
If we consider a matrix P(zl,:",zm) such that P(zl"",zm) has full rank for all (zl"",zm) E ~m then it is possible to add rows to P (given that P has more columns than rows) in order to make the new matrix unimodular. See [9J. The technique described in this paper can only provide a solution to this problem in the case where the number of columns is one more than the number of rows. Furthermore we need that P is regular. (P(zl""'z ) has full rank for some m m-l z; = dO and (zl""'z, I'z, I""'z ) E IC ). In the case where the 
is partitioned according to the dimensions. of A and BJand ci is the controllability index of (A,B).
A well know result (see [2J) is
Here n is the dimension of A and m is the rank of B. This result can be considered a worst case upper bound for the degree of M(z) because we A generic bound for deg M(z) is given by z where k} is the smallest integer not less than n/m. This can easily be seen.
We will now describe how the method presented above can be used for the determination of a greatest common divisor of a number of polynomials and thereby also for the construction of a (right or left) GCD of polynomial matrices. Also the linear combination of the polynomials which adds ~p to the GCD will be found (the so called Bezout parameters). 
